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OPIHI
by Leighton Ikeda and Patrick Aniban, Pahoa High School

ABSTRACT

Along the rocky shorelines of the Hawaiian Islands, there

has long been a delicacy to the people of Hawaii. This delica-

cy is better known as opihi. Ny partner and I have chosen to

do a research paper on the opihi because we thought it would

help you get better acquainted with this species that has been

with us for a long time.



OPIHI

Introduction

To start off our report on opihi, we would like to get

you acquainted with the two major types of opihi that we will

be discussing. The first type is the black foot  Cellana exarata!

and the second type is the yellow foot or  Cellana Sandwicensis!.

The black foot is better known as the lazy man's opihi because

it is found higher up along the shoreline than the yellow foot.

The color of the species is blackish and it is said to be really

tender. The yellow foot is found below the black foot where

there is constant spray from the waves, and this location of

the yellow foot has caused many Opihi pickers to suffer injury

or even the loss of life. I often wonder why so many meople

would risk their lives for the opihi. I guess there are lots

of reasonsi mostly its part of life. The color of the yellow

foot is yellowish and the texture of its,meat is cather crunchy.

The opihi is not only delicious but it is also high in protein.

Therefore, we will be discussing its habitat, feeding, growth

rates, maturation, and spawning later in this report.

Habitat

Opihi are almost entirely restricted to basalt shorelines

in the Hawaiian Islands. Cellana exarata or black foot can be

located to both vertical and horizontal distribution, because

of this I think most af you have seen opihi  black foot! on

shorelines of all the windward islands. Cellane sandwicensis



 yellow foot! is aldo common along shorelines of all the «ind-

ward islands.

Cellana exarata is found higher on the shoreline, extending

from the spray zone to the seaward benches where it usually

mingles with the sea cucumber. The Mack foot does not associate

with the seaward benches where the substrate is thickly encrusted

with algae and where there 4s constant ~vs splash, nor is

it found near the tide mark. The black foot has a greeit ability

to raise it's shell and ventilate it's mantle cavity, which

enables it to live in a more fluctuating environment than the

yellow foot.

Cellana sandwicensis or yellow foot is found on coraline

algae or areas of basalt bench where their is lots of algae,

constant wave splash and spray from the waves at low tide. It

is said that some sea urchins feed on the yellow foot but pre-

dation does not appear to be common enough to cause the opihi

to become an endangered species.

The black foot feeds on the higher areas of distribution

on which it leaves feeding scars, just as insects leave scars

on fruit or plants' Feeding scars are indicated by clusters

of animals which persist from week to week pebbles or flat rocks

and by it's grazed areas around the shells. The scars they leave

behind are not deep, but merely grazed sections of the substrate.

The black foot usually feeds on incoming tides during the day

and at night during low tide. As soon as dawn breaks they move



from their homesite and return to it when the sun comes out «nd

the rocks dry out. They hardly make any mavement when the rocks

are hot and dry during the day, but the spray from the ocean

or the rain are adequate to initiate movement of the black foot,

This has proven that they move more when feeding on cloudy or

rainy days and on lower reaches of the share than on suprqr

days or in the spray mane. Their diet cansist of diatoms,

calcareous algae and blue green algae.

The feeding scars af the yellow foot usually canpist of

aval impressians in the coraline algae substrate on which they

were found different from the black faot with which the basalt

is not eroded away. Movement of the yellow fpat also oocurs

wPen spray, the incoming tide starts ta wet them, and at night.

Their diet cansists primarily af calcareous algae and any algae

thats available.

Growth Rates

Growth rates between the yellaw foot and black foat, there

is no significant difference. Both of them show rapid growth

shell, They usually increase from 0 ta 5 mm per month in length,

up to 20 mm. After 20 mm to 30 mm their growth rate decreases

from 0 to 5 mm ta 2 to 3 mm per month. It remains this way until

they are at least 50 mm in length, One main factor for their

decline in growth after 20 to 30 mm in length is sexual maturity.

However, as the growth of the length of the shell slows down

after sexual maturity, the increase in body weight continues to

increase throughout it's life. As I mentioned earlier, the growth



rates of the two ipecies are not significantly different. However,

there is a difference between their body weight and their shell

weight. The black foot has a heavier body weight than its shell.

The yellow foot is just the opposite, a heavier shell than its

body weight. One poss14le explanation for this is that the

yellow foot is asso'ciated with an area of breaking waves and

is being constantly pounded, where a heavier shell would assist

in protection. Opihi grows very rapidly and can reach up to
40 mm �.6 in.! in one year.

Maturi and S wnin

The opihi is determined to be mature at a certain size.

At 2 mm, about 5. of opihis are sexable, this was defined to

be the smallest size class. As they mature, they begin to

start to reproduce and spawn.

S awnin in Cellana Rxarata

The mature ovaries are yellow and the testies are tan.

Fertilization is external and the larvae settles about 3 to 4

days after fertilization. The study on how the larvae is

developed has not been done yet. The matured opihis are never

spawned out, they are capable of spawning throughout the whole

year. Spawning occurs most plentifully in the months of March

through June, and from September through December.

In Cellana sandwicensis  yellow foot! seems to spawn most

plentifully in the months of March through Nay, and July through

August and November. Settlement was highest in February, March

and,Tune R~ttlement and spawning in both species are concentrated



very highly in those months of the year when the sea temperatures

are the lowest and wave action is variable.

CONCLUS ?ON

Because the opihi has bean a delicacy to the people of

Hawaii for a long time, we hope the people of Hawaii will try

to preserve and inorease this species for our future generations
so they can see what this land of ours can provide. We hope

that this report has given you a better view of the opihi.
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JELLYFISHES
by Blanche Iwashita and Karen Yeargain, Pahoa High School

ABSTRACT

%his s~osium yaper will go over the various types of

]ellyfosh. It rill discuss the way they eat aio how the catch

their ,may. During Richard Harlcins Journey to the isores im

1590 he saw mam@ differeat senses amd shapes ef !elhyfish. The

smallest !ellyfish ever seem ia Hawaii is less than one-half

inch long. The reprobuction is unlike any other sea creature

of the deep seas. The comtents of the !elhyfish is 96$ of

rater and almost 4$ of alium.



ZNTRODUCTX4N

Iw this research of the Jellyfish, rr.y partner and Z have

found out about their Iamy descriptions ~md their appearance

all over the «orld. They rexe seen in 1590 by a man aamed

Richard Ea«lysins, aa Kisabethen sea captain. 1n gome species

«e also have found that both their sails and tentacles are dan-

gez~gs. The effect of their sting is most unbearable.

The reproductioa of the Jellyfishes is most unique.

Their transportation is by the currents and they travel out to

they sea and also can he seem close to the shores. Ne have

chosen to do a syaposiue paper on Jellyfish to find out about

their description and their dangers.
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The Hawaiian Portugues mam-of-war; has a brightly colored

float only about two iiches long and somewhat pointed at both

ends. The upper part of the float is filled with gas, which

keeps it on the surface. Many tentacles hang down in the water

from the underside of the float. Soae of the shorter ones have

mouths and take in food. The longer ones are like a marrow

ribbon. One of these is longer thax the others and may extend

down iu the water a foot or more.

Oa one edge of the «arro» ribbon is a row of "Batteries"

carrying a powerful stiaging cell. They discharge darts with

enough force to penetrate a person's skin. The fluid injected
raises welts and causes discomfort for=some time. These jelly-

fishes can get food by stingiag small animals and drawing thea

up to its many mouths by the tentacles'

I,arge jellyfish are usually found floating on the surface

of the sea, ot washed ashore by the current.

The huge sea blubber grows to be seven feet across the

disk, with tentacles one hundred and twenty feet long. There

is no other species as large as this. One of the pelegia group

is sometimes two feet er more in leagth. The North pacific

variety reaches a dia:aeter of one aad a half feet. These

animals are, large and heavy but not more than five percent

of the body is solid.

Jellyfish can be preserved with a mixture of alua and

salt or between the steamed leaves of a kind of oak.

In some species, there are one or two tiny eye spots.

These tiny organs are protected by a small hood or fold of the
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umbrella margin The umbrella cargin may be globular, disclike,

conical~ cubical, or divided by a circular groove

The stomache activity extends out-toiard the margin of the

disk in a number of poaches that are connected to a ring canal

of the umbrella, but in sor!e cases, the canal may be absent.

The eggs and sperms are passed through the mouth, the eggs

are fertilized in the water and may remain i» pouches in the

r anubium for a part of their develop"ient. Zn pelegia, the de-

velopment is totally direct.

There are smaller Jellyfish known as "sea rafts~ that float

on the ocean and sometimes come close to shore. There is a

bluish-greei Jellyfish called velella, which means a sail.
It has a flat body with a fringe of tentacles about the edge,

and a thin sail on top.

Bell-shaped Jellyfish are occasionally seen in shallow ester.
gest of them seem to avoid the rocks of the reef and the danger

of bein.,> blown ashore'

The smallest Jellyfish seen in Hawaii is less than one-

half inch lon'. The !ellyfish cannot swim and ii attached to

seaweed by a stalk that mows out of its back,
deil' ish feed - ainly on s.i!all invertebrates of different

' inds wr.ich are trappec ap tne tentacles ~nd naralysed by .'.~e
nematocysts of the tentacles ;-.nd oral lobes, t' en they are carried
xo the mouth,

Jellyfisk have extre;!ely high proportioa of water in their
k>ody ti-sue, usually in the form of Jelly . , ey may consist
of as much as inety six percent water.

The first Englishman to write about the Jellyfish was a
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man by the name oX Richard Eawkini, an XXlsabetham sea cap-

t@in

"X saw in 1590, lying with a fleet of her ae!esties ships

about the iselands of the ksores, almost six month'I, We

greatest part of the time we were becalmed, all the sea so

replenished with several sorts of !ellyfish, and forms of sex

pants, alders, snakes as seemed wonderful; some green, some

black, some yellow, some white, some of the diverse colors;

snd many of thee have life, and some there were a yard and a

half and two yards long; which had X had not seem, I could

hardely believed. i mai could not draw a bucket of water clear

of some such life>

In short : %hen Richard 5awkins, in 1590 was at sea with

a fleet of shipe around the iselands of the ksores, for about

six months, he discovemd the calm sea surrouading hia full

yf jellyfish, and forms of eerpamts, adders and siakeI. He

noticed that the jeXXyfiah were at least a yard amd a half, to

two yards long.

If you watch a jellyfish swimming either in the eea or in

a glass container, fou will find that small jellyfish pulse

rapidly, large ones more slowly~

During much of the summer, jellyfish drift offshore, some

times assembling in huadreds along the line of meeting of two

currents, where they trace winding limes on the otherwise in

visible boundaries

It is importaat that jellyfish swim more or lesi upward

toward the occam.surface, Even though they may not sink at all
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whee still, they are sech active swimmers that they are in

damper of swiae4mg downward imto the Cart, deeper water where

little food exist, amd death awaits So, they are equipped with

sense organs that guide them away from the darkness below.

i tide pool is a good place fM buddimg in animals, amd

evem to perforII a few experiuienta. Sea amemomes often reproduce

simply by dividing in two, from the base, to the crowm af tem-

tacles. Some species multiply more rapidly, however, by pin-

ching off a whole ring of small buds from the flat, muscular

base. Each fragment then grows into a mimiature of the ori-

ginal anemomes and gradually increase to full sise.

Certain imdividuals budded off are not polyps, but tiny

!ellyfish that swim away. Xn this fashiom, normally a sessiley

oology, is distributed over a wide area. The off spring of the

!el3.yfish, whish reproduces sexually, later settles to the .

bottom and grows into a new hydroid colony.

This is called alternatiom of generations, for one gemer

atioa reproduces sexua.lly, the next by budding. The hydroid

then has the advantages of each kind of reproductioa.
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THE EXPLANATIONS OF CRUSTACEA
by Les Iie Kaholoaa, Pahoa High School

ABST

Of all the living creatured of the

sea, crustaceans have always fascinated

me the most.

Sometimes while I am at the beach

catching these remarkable creatures, I

am sometimes asked questions about them

by nature lovers, amateur scientists,

teachers and students. That's why I

feel it is important for me to con-

struct this handbook to serve as a

guide for the interested people as

well as myself,
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INTRODUCTION

Crabs, lobsters, shrimps, etc. com-

bined, form a vary large group of animals

known as the crustacea. The crustacea in

turn make up one of six groups or classes

which together form one of the principal

groups of the animal kingdom known as the

artropoda or arthropods.

The arthropods are the largest phylum

or group, in the animal kingdom and in-

clude well over a million different kinds

of animals. '.Vithin this phylum of the ar-

thropods, the insects are by far the lar-

gest class. Since they include about 900,

000 kinds, they outnumber all the other

kinds of animals combined.



~mCESmr

The arthropods, including the Crustacea, have been living on the

earth a very long time. Scienti.sts think that they have been here at

least 500 million years, for they find their remains in the ancient

rocks of the Cambrian period, which dates to the very earliest times

of the Paleozoic era. But even so, the arthropods must have come from

some other ancestor. Biologists are not sure, but they s»select that

the arthropods may have originated from the annelid worms, for they

resemble these worms somewhat and have a rather similar nervous system.

Tf' the arthropods arose from the annelid worms, they made so~e

rather important improvements in their body. They developed a more

centralized nervous system, hardened the outer layer of' the body into

an outside skeleton or exoskeleton, and developed Jointed legs. Let

us now see what kind of a body these arthropods developed.

~ODY ST < ~! "T'! l2E

The arthropods, including the Crustac~a, have an ero~kelston

covering their bodies, Thi.s outer coverine,' is co~posed o' a horny

substance called cbiton and is made hard an~ fir~ by the addition of

lime. This outer skeleton is not one continuous riece, but is divided

ia+o a series of' sections -r segments called somites, These ring like

somi tes encircle the outside of the body and contain the o-sans inside.

The.-e somites are usually grouped into regions to fo-e the head, the

thorax and the abdomen; often, as in mo. t Crustacea, the head and the

thorax are further combined into a cephalothorax.
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CIR"ULATION

The blood of Crustacea, altl"ough n~~rly col~riess, serves the

same purpose as the blood of man--to carry the s r~ly o~ fon I an<

oxygen to the tissu~s and to remove th~ soluble waste materi=~le.

~his blood is iistributed bv a single pulsati.np h~ar'. i'. the

dorsl oar t of the bodv, In the lob.-.tera the heert discharges bio d

to -..he various organs and tissues. »e,">lc in Crurtac~~ i~ not as

rigidly c~ntained in ve~se3.s as in the bodi-s of ...~ mammals and

other vertebrates, and it tends to flow more fre= l. ~, < ~thi ng the

tia.;ues which it supplies. It then seeps back to t~e gills and to the

heart.

"PIRATI'	

,rustacear." obtain their suprly of oxy ~n by means of gill;,. If

the an- mal live.-. ~ - 1- n ', the ~ills are karat ~oi ~t, an i '.he oxygen

is ~rawn from the air by these gill,s end then pas.-.e '. sn ~.o the blood

stream. If the animal liv~s in the water, t~e o~y .en suap3.y is taken

bv t' e gills fromm the dissnlved oxygen in th~ surrnundinp water.

These gills are feather-like in appearance and are ta be foun! in two

or t ree rows on either side of t~e body beneath '~e carapace ar she'll.

Water is passed through these gills from ba~k to Eront by the bailing

".~ti~n of tI ~ a~ "bandages.

n q~vgrpg

Crustaceans cannot grow as many ~'.her animals ~o because their

ou - r ..keleton ~'ill not stretch. To overcome this 'hov periodicallv

she4 ;he outer skeleton, gro» rapidly for e s"ort time, and then far>a

another hardened exoskeleton. To accomplish ;his t hange of cl"thin~,



they retreat to an isolated place wher they feel they will not be at-

tacked while their skeleton is soft and they are helpless. They begin

this change by withdrawing much of the lime from their skeleton; then

they shrink a bit to loosen the outer "shell"; thereafter they back out

through a crack on the dorsal side between the carapace and the abdomen.

As thev emerge from their old "shell", they pull out not only their

bogy, but the legs, antennae, eyes and all of the other appendages.

The animal is now free to grow, but it is doft and weak. It immediate-

ly begins to expand to a mew aad larger size by absorbinw water. There-

after it will redeposit lime into its outer coat until it is again hard

and firm.

I shall also add that crustacea have tw'o other remarkable abilities.

The first of these ability is to willfully break off or drop their ap-

pendages. he second ability is to rer.enerate.

HABITS, HABITAT, AND NOW Qt LIFE

Crustacea vary widely i,n their habits and in the habitat in which

they live. Some live in the ocean, some in fresh water, and some on

land. Some are free living, some are commensal and live jointly, asso-

ciated with other animals, and some are parasitic. Their food also va-

ries widely; some eat plants, some eat flesh, and some are bottom feed-

ers living off anything which they can find. Many are nocturnal in

the' r habits and spend the dav hidden away in a burrow, buried in the

sand, or esting in a crevice usually with their front end facing out to

protect themselves.

"-rustaceans move by walking and by swimming. t-."ost ~f them have

the ability to move in all directions, although each species has its

preferred method of walkin~. When frightened, some will resort to swim-
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ming which they do either with their legs or by downward strokes of their

tails, depending upon the species, Other species, including the para-

stic forms, may move very little after they become mature.

EATINO AND DIGESTION

In the Crustacea, food is usually caught in the pinchers, «ith the

aid of the maxillae and maxillipeds, and held in front of the mouth

or put into the mouth. Food entering the mouth passes through the !awe

or mandibles, then through a short esophagus and on into a large car-

diac stomach: from there it goes into a gastric mill with its ossi-

cles to be ground. The food then passes into the pyloric stomach and

on into a many-lobed digestive gland «here i.t receiv~s the various

digestive fluids and hence digestion and absorption continue as the

food passes along the intestine. The undigested food and other rem-

nants of material taken into the mouth then pass on out of the body.
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CONCLUSIONS

THE INPORTANCZ OF CRUSTACEA

Crustacea are both beneficial and harmful to man and are therefore

of importance to him. They constitute a large amount of food in the

form of shrimps, crabs, and lobsters. They are also the basic food

on which most large fishes and whales live, for the smaller Crustacea

feed upon floating plants in the sea and are in turn eaten by larger

and larger fish, Because of this we say that they form an important

link in the food chain in the sea. Crustacea are also helpful in keep-

ing water clean; they eat great quantities of decaying material and also

act as scavengers in nature.

Although Crustacea are helpful, they also do much harm. They

devour wooden pilings, ship hulls, and other wood in water. They also

assist in the transmission of some of man's diseases. Man, however, is

learning to control these problems so that today Crustacea are much

more helpful than harmful to man.



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE UNIQUENESS OF MALE AND FEMALE HORMONES
IN THE SANDCRAB OM'ODE LAEVlS  DANA!

by Russell Taira, Aiea High School

ABSTRACT

Previously it was found  by this author, 1977! that the eyestalk of

6 ~ b,O~L~, 8 !,pM

for activity. Since death in many crabs resulted when the source of this

substance was raroved, it ms deemed logical to believe that other factors

are apparently involved. Male and fsmale crabs were tested separately in

search of factors which may be involved in male and finale systems.

To obtain the necessary data, many tests were conducted separately for

both male and female crabs over a 24 hour period of 12 hour light 12 hour

dark. Comparisons of data in terms of average lengths of activity were

made for: �! normal crabs biorhythn; �! ablated crabs  eyes talks

ram m8!; �! concentration of eyestalk substance; �! inter-changeability

of hormones between sexes and; �! effect of energy levels in the function

of activity substance.

Validity was established through t-test of statistical analysis and

was accepted i.f the probability was 0,05 or better.

Significant results showed; �! that there is a difference between

male and females in average length of activity and biorhythm; �! that this

activt,ty is caused by substances fram the eyestalk; �! that the concentra-

tion of' activity substance is important for normal activity; �! that the

eyestalk substance necessary for activity is similiar in both males and
far+les; �! that farale eyestalk substance contains a second substance

which is uniquely different from male eyestalk extract; �! that this

second substance is absent in males; �! that the second substance is vital

to life in file but deadly ta male systens;  8! that the activity
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substance in both males and females control the activity of organs within

organism;  9! that increased energy levels stimulate processes controlled

by the activity substance and not the substance found only in females.

IÃXRDDUCTXON

According to the literature garne, 1968! eyestalk hormcees control

the color of the crab  by contracting the chranatophores! and inhibits

various physiological processes  eg. nulting!. The same eyestalk substance

may also control the biorhgthn. Ny experiments �977! shaman that eyestalk

substances are necessary for stimulation of activity in the sandcrab,

 Dana!.

Previously it was found  by this author, 1977! that the eyestalk of

for activity. Since death in many crabs resulted- when the source of this

substance was ramved, it was deared logical to believe that other factors

are apparently involved, Male and female crabs were tested separately in

search of factors which may be necessary for life. Since separate tests of

male and female crabs she~ed statistically different results, it was

concluded that different factors may be involved in male ard female systaas.

OPJlXTIVfS

'Ihe objectives of these investigations are as follows:

1. To determine the normal biorhythm of both male and feaale sandcrabs,

 Dana!,

2. To determine the average lengths of activity for both male and

finale sandcrabs.

3. To determine if there is a difference between male and female sand-

crabs average lengths of activity and biorhythm.





4. To study the mec~ans {of both male ard female sandczabs! which

controls the maintenance of rxmmal activity levels in the sandcrabs.

5. To determine if activity substances control activity of organs.

The activity chambers, in which the tests were cond+:ted, were constructed

in a light-proof cabinet  see Diagram W., opposite page.! Each chamber was

made so that the crabs' rmv~nts would activate the recording mechanism.

Data was recorded for 24-hour periods on a Rustrak 4-charnel recording

system.

A florescent light, set to go on and off at designated times of the day,

was axmnted in the cabinet to s~te day/night conditions.

PBCKZKRZ

Test 1

Three �! male crabs were placed into imKvtdLml chsmibws and monitored

for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 lmurs of dark.

Test 2

Three �! fenale crabs were placed into individual cham'' and rmoitored

for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 3

Three �! male crabs were ablated {eyestalks were remold and the munds

cauterized to stop the bleeding! and placed into individual chambers. They

were then monitored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours

of dark.

Test 4

Three �! female crabs were ablated  eyestalks were rewed and the tennds



cauterized to stop the bleeiirg! and placed into individual chambers, they

were then axzd.tored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours

of dark.

Test 5

Three �! male crabs were injected wi.th 0.01 mls. of male horrmnes.

The crabs were then placed into individual chmibms and monitored for a

24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark,

Test 6

Three �! female crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of finale hccmones.

The crabs were then placed into individual chmihe's and monitored for a

24-hmzr period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 7

'Ibree �! male crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of Van Harreveld'8

solution. The crabs were then. placed into indivtBual chambers and monitored

for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 8

Three �! fanale crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of Van Harreveld's

solutian. The crabs were placed into individual changers and monitored

for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 9

'three �! male crabs were ablated  eyestalks were ramved and the

wounds were cauterized to stop the bleeding! and injected with 0.01 mls. of

male hcemanes. The arabs were then placed into individual chambers and

then mrnitored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of

dark.

Test 10

Three �! fable crabs were ablated  eyestalks were raved and the

munds were cauterized to stop the bleeding! and injected with 0.01 mls.
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of female Mrmmes. The crabs were then placed into individual chanbers

and monitored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of

dark.

Test 11

Three �! male crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of Dextrose. They

were then placed into individual chambers and were monitored for a 24-hour

period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 12

Three �! female crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of Dextrose. 'Ibey

were then placed into individual chambers and were rmnitored for a 24-hour

peri 4 of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 13

Three �! male crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of caffeine. M'en

the crabs were placed into individual chambers and rmnitored for a 24-hour

period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 14

Three �! fanale crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of caffeine. Then

the crabs were placed into individual chambers and monitored for a 24-hour

period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 15

'Ihree �! male crabs were ablated  eyestalks were remmd and the weeds

were cauterized to stop bleeding! and then they were injected with 0.01 mls.

of female hormones. The crabs were then placed into irdividual chambers and

monitored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

Test 16

Three �! female crabs were ablated  eyestalks were removed and the funds

were cauterized to stop the bleedixg! and then they were injected with 0.01

mls. of male hormcees. The crabs were then placed into individual carters
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and monitored for a 24-hour period of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark.

DISCUSSION

For each test, activity periods of three crabs were rmnitored for 24-

hour periods �2 hours of light and l2 hours of dark!. Data was collected

and averaged in terms of total lengths of activity and tine of activt,ty,

'Ihey were ccmpared between male and finale crabs.

Control data observations of male and female crabs were compared fran

data collected. Results sh~M  see Graph 1 6 2! that there is a difference

Time  in hours.'.

>me

in average lengths of activity and biorhytlms. Therefore it ms concluded

that there is a difference in average lengths of activity and biorhythm.

When ablated male and female crabs were compared, results showed  see

Graph 3 6 4! that there is a difference in average lengths of activity and

biorhythn.. When ablated crabs were cofryared to normal crabs, results showed

that there is a significant decrease in average lengths of activity and a
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change in biarhythn. 2mrefore it was concluded that eyestalk substances

are necessary for mrmal lengths of activity, but is vital to faaales.

Further results shctwed  see Graph 5 6 6! that when concentrations of eyestalk

substances are restored activity is restored,  ablated crabs in!ected with

0. Ol mls. of eyestalk substance!,



When data far normal male and fenale crabs which ~e injected with

0.01 mls. of eyestalk substance were compared to data for normal crabs,

results showed that  see Graph 7 6 8! over concentration of eyestalk

o~

a~
I

e0
I >Eke'  Xn. minutes!

me in minutes

substances, decreased activity. Results also showed that there was a

significant difference when activity was camoared to normal crabs. be-
fore it was concluded that the concentration of eyestalk substance is

important for normal function for male arxl fenale crabs.
When normal male and female crabs were injected with 0. 01 mls. of Van

Harreveld's solution were compared to normal crabs, results shaved that

 see Graph 9 6 10! there was a significant decrease in activity. Thus

Time jt. u minutes



i@e  iy holy!

addition of this substance causes dilution of concentration of eyestalk

substances and decreases activity.

When normal male and fernale crabs were injected with 0.01 mls. of

destrose were compared to ac<mal crabs, results showed that  see Graph ll 6

12! this substance increases activity in both male and female crabs. There-

fore it was concluded that male and fan@le crabs have a special activity.

I

~g
ri
6

Time~ in he>ax'!
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t hen ablated male crabs were injected with finale hortmnes and female

crabs injected with male hormones were ccapared, results s~ that  see

Graph 5 6 13! ablated male crabs injected with female hornets exhibited

decreased activity and also death. Results she~xi that ablated females
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injected with male hormones caused an increase in activity as canpared to

ablated female injected with female hormones,  see Graph 6 6 14! .

OOEKUJSIOB

In conclusion, the data sbom: �! that the normal biorhyt1m for the

male squab is at 6 p.m. and 12 p,m, and the fanale sandcrab's @orreal

biorhythn is at 6:30 p.m. and 12:30 p.m.; �! that the average lengths of

activity for male is 41 minutes at 6 p,m. and 12 p.m. and the tanale's is

36 minutes at 6:30 p.m. and 12:30 p.m.; �! that there is a difference

between males and feaales in average lengths of activity and biorhythn; �!

that. this activity is caused by substances from eyestalk; �! that the

concentration of activity substance is important for normal activity; �!

that the eyestalk substance which is necessary for activity and is similar in

both male and fenale crabs; �! that female eyestalk substances contain a

second substance which is uniquely different from male eyestalk extract;  8!

that the second female substance is vital to life in females but deadly to



the male's system;  9! that this second female substance is absent in male

crabs;  l! that activity of organs is maintained by the activity substance

in both male and female arabs.

Therefore:

Na.le eyestalk substance contains-Activity substance A l! Maintains lengths
of activity

2! Maintains time of
activity

3! Naintains activity
of organs

0! Dependent on
concentration

Fenale eyestalk substance contains-Activity substance A

l! Naintaixm length of
activity

2! Maintains activity
of organs

Activity substance 8

l! Naintains time of
activity

2! Tzdluences lengths
of activity
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